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1 IntroductionFinite state machines which communicate over unbounded channels have been used as an abstractmodel of computation for reasoning about communication protocols [5, 12] and form the backboneof ISO protocol speci�cation languages Estelle [9] and SDL [20]. Ever since the publication of theAlternating bit protocol [4] (the �rst ever computer communication protocol) it has been customaryto assume, while modeling a protocol, that the communication channels between the processesare free of errors. Possible errors in the communication channels are treated separately, or arecompletely ignored. In [11] Finkel considered a model of errors, called completely speci�ed protocols,in which messages from the front of a queue can be lost. He showed that the termination problemis solvable for this class. In [2, 3] Abdulla and Jonsson consider a slightly more general notionof message lossiness: they assume that messages from anywhere in the queue can be lost. Theyconsidered the reachability problem [2] and the model-checking problem [3] against speci�cationsin the linear time temporal logic PTL and the branching time temporal logic CTL� [10]. Theyshow that the reachability problem is decidable and that the model-checking problem for bothlogics is undecidable. This is in sharp contrast to �nite state machines communicating over perfectchannels, which are equivalent to turing machines [6]. In [7], �Ce�ce, Finkel and Iyer consider othersources of errors such as deletion and duplication of messages. The signi�cance of these results liesin the fact that by modeling errors in a protocol, we would be modeling real situations more closely.While errors are possible in a communication medium, it is generally the case that the man-ufacturer provided assurances, or guarantees, in the form of a measure of its reliability. Clearly,a system/component with out such guarantees, with a high degree of unreliability is completelyuseless. Consequently, we believe that it is more realistic to model the measure of guarantee in aprotocol. Given a model where the probability of message losses is taken into account, the naturalquestion to ask of a protocol is \Is the probability of something bad happening, in spite of theerrors, low?" Alternatively, we could ask: \Does a property � hold of a protocol/system withprobability greater than p?" Answers to such questions can conceivably be used in the context ofFormal methods and Performance evaluation of protocols (or systems with lossiness).Technically, we address the probabilistic reachability and probabilistic model-checking questionsin this paper. Given a description L of a probabilistic lossy channel systems, a probability p 2 (0; 1]and any arbitrarily small level of tolerance � > 0, the contributions of this paper are algorithmicsolutions for the following problems:Probabilistic Reachability problem: Is a state  of the system L reachable with probabilityat least p and tolerance �?Probabilistic Model-checking problem: Given a Propositional Temporal Logic (PTL) formula�, does the system L have the property � with probability at least p, and tolerance �?The organization of the paper is as follows: in Section 2 we provide the necessary de�nitions,in Section 3 we state and summarize the results, in Sections 4 and 5 we provide algorithms forprobabilistic reachability and probabilistic model-checking, respectively. We conclude, in Section6, with a comparison of our work with that of others.1



2 De�nitionsIn this section we present the necessary de�nitions. The model of computation we will use is aprobabilistic version of lossy channel systems [2], which consists of a �nite control and multipleFIFO channels capable of losing messages { a particular rendition of Communicating Finite StateMachines [17] 2.Let (m 2) M be a �nite set of messages and let (c 2) C be a �nite set of channels. Let(w 2) W (C;M) be the set of all string vectors over the index set C and strings (x; y 2) M�.Given a string vector w let w[c := x] denote the new string vector w0 such that w0(c) = x, andw0(d) = w(d) for d 6= c. We will use � to denote the string vector that maps all elements of C tothe empty string ". Finally, we will use j x j, and j w j, to denote the length of the string x, andthe sum of the lengths of all of the strings in the vector w, respectively.De�nition 2.1 [PLCS] Fix a set (� 2)� of atomic propositions. A probabilistic lossy channelsystem L is a tuple (S; s0; C;M;A;�; P; p`; f) where� (s 2) S is a �nite set of control states, and s0 2 S is the initial control state,� C is a �nite set of channels,� M is a �nite set of messages,� A = fc!m; c?mjc 2 C;m 2 Mg is a �nite set of actions, where c!m (c?m) denotes an output(input) action of message m on channel c.� (� 2) � � S � A� S is the transition relation.� P : �! [0; 1] is a probability function on transitions,� p`, a constant, denotes the probability of losing a message from some channel at any giventime, and� f : S ! 2� is an interpretation function that indicates which atomic propositions hold at agiven state. Without loss of generality, we will assume that f is injective.Given a probabilistic lossy channel system (PLCS) L we formalize its semantics as a (possiblyin�nite state) Markov chain. The states of the Markov chain (referred to, henceforth, as globalstates) are tuples of the form hs; wi 2 �L = S �W (C;M), where s is a �nite control state and wis the bu�er contents. We will write  2 �L for a typical global state, and will drop the subscriptL when the PLCS L is clear from the context. We will use 0 = hs0; �i to denote the initial globalstate. Finally, we will use control() to refer to the control state of .The transitions of the Markov chain, associated with a PLCS L, is a function �!: ��� ! [0; 1]capturing the probability p =�! (;  0) with which the system may move from the global state 2A CFSM consists of a set of �nite state machines interacting, asynchronously, with each other over unboundedFIFO bu�ers. 2



to the global state  0. In the following we will write  �!p  0 instead of p =�! (;  0). A naturalcondition that �! should satisfy is the Markovian condition: 8 : (P02�L �! (;  0) = 1):A transition � 2 � is said to be enabled in a global state  provided� � is an output transition (s; c!m; s0) and  = (s; w), or� � is an input transition (s; c?m; s0) and  = (s; w[c := mx]), i.e., the �rst message in thechannel c is the message, m, which will be removed by the transition �.Let enabled() = f� 2 �j� is enabled in g.In assigning probability to a move of the system, from a state  to a state  0, the probability ofloss p` will be distributed among the (implicit) loss transitions (to be de�ned) and the probabilityof non-lossiness (1 � p`) will be distributed among the transitions enabled in a global state  (inaccordance with the relative probability assigned by P to the transition on local state).We are now ready to de�ne the probabilistic transitions of moves between the global states:De�nition 2.2  �!p 0 provided� Output out of empty bu�ers: If  = hs; �i and there exists a transition � = (s; c!m; s0) 2 �then  0 = hs0; �[c :=m]i and probability p = P (�)P�02enabled()P (�0) :� Output: If  = hs; wi, w 6= � and there exists a transition � = (s; c!m; s0) 2 � then  0 =hs0; w[c := w[c]m], and the probability p = (1�p`)�P (�)P�02enabled() P (�0) :� Input or Loss: If  = hs; w[c := mx]i and there exists a transition � = (s; c?m; s) 2 � then 0 = hs; w[c := x]i. The probability p in this case should also include the fact that the �rstmessage in the queue could have been lost; consequently, p = (1�p`)�P (�)P�02enabled() P (�0) + p`jwj :� Input: If  = hs; w[c := mx]i, s 6= s0 and there exists a transition � = (s; c?m; s0) 2 � then 0 = hs0; w[c := x]i and the probability p = (1�p`)�P (�)P�02enabled() P (�0) :� Loss: If  = hs; w[c := xmy]i, and either x 6= " or x = " and there is no input transition ofthe form (s; c?m; s) then  0 = hs; w[c := xy]i and the probability p is p`jwj :� If none of the above conditions hold then  0 can be any arbitrary global state and p = 0.The �rst two clauses in the de�nition given above characterize when an output can take place,and the probability of an output action. Note that the �rst clause deals with a global state inwhich there are no messages in the bu�er; in this case the probability of loss p` has no e�ect on theprobability of the transition. The third and the fourth clause deal with input actions. The thirdclause deals with the removal of a message from the front a bu�er where the local state does notchange; since the removal of the message could either be due to a loss or due to an input actionof the PLCS there are two terms in the calculation of the transition probability. Finally note thatwhen a message is lost from the bu�er the �nite control remains in the same local state.3



A computation of a PLCS L (and its associated Markov chain M) is an in�nite sequence ofglobal states of the form 012 : : : such that there is a sequence of transitions 0 �!p1 1 �!p2 : : :where p1; p2; : : : > 0. An execution of a PLCS (and its Markov chain) is a �nite sequence of globalstates 0; 1; 2 : : : ; k such that there is a sequence of transitions 0 �!p1 1 �!p2 : : :k wherep1; p2; : : :pk > 0. We will let � range over computations and � over executions. Furthermore, let�(i) and �(i) refer to the i-th element of � and �, respectively.Given an interpretation function f : S ! 2� we will extend it to global states f : � ! 2� asf(hs; wi) = f(s) and to sequences of global states as f(�) = f(�(0))f(�(1)) : : :.De�nition 2.3 Given a PLCS L = (S; s0; C;M;A;�; P; p`; f) de�ne the Markov chain associateswith it as M = (�L; �!; 0; f) where f : �L ! 2� is the interpretation function, and �L and�! are as de�ned above.Given a Markov chain M = (�;�!; 0; f) we follow [16, 13, 18] in constructing a sequencespace, }(M) = (
; F ; �), for assigning probabilities, where� 
 = �! is the set of all in�nite sequences of states of M starting at 0,� F is a Borel �eld generated from the basic cylindric setsF(01 : : : n) = f� 2 
j� = 01 : : :n : : :g� � is a probability function de�ned by�(F(01 : : : n)) = p1 � p2 � : : : pnwhere 0 �!p1 1 �!p2 : : :n.Propositional Temporal Logic We will now de�ne how Propositional Temporal Logic (PTL)formulae are to be interpreted over a Markov chain. We assume that PTL formulae are built fromthe set of atomic propositions (�), boolean connectives (^ and _), the unary temporal connectivenext (�) and the binary temporal connective until (U). Let � and  range over PTL formulae. Fora Markov chain M, with a labeling function f and a computation � ofM, the satisfaction relationj= is de�ned as:� M; �; i j= b, for b 2 � i� b 2 f(s) where s is the control state of �(i)� M; �; i j= � ^  i� M; �; i j= � and M; �; i j=  � M; �; i j= :� i� :(M; �; i j= �)� M; �; i j= �� i� M; �; i+ 1 j= �� M; �; i j= �U i� for some j � i we have M; �; j j=  , and for all i � k < j it is the casethat M; �; k j= � 4



We de�ne the other typical operators in the usual way: 3 (eventually) and 2 (always) arede�ned as: 3� = trueU� and 2� = :3:�. We say that a computation � ofM satis�es �, denotedM; � j= �, i� M; �; 0 j= �.In our discussion on model-checking (later in the paper) we will make use of an automata-theoretic characterization of the computations which satisfy a formula �. To that end, we nowde�ne B�uchi automata on in�nite words (in our case in�nite strings of propositions) as follows:De�nition 2.4 A B�uchi automaton is a tuple A = (�; q0; F ) where:� � = (�; Q; �) is a table where (q 2)Q is the set of states, � is the alphabet and � : Q��! 2Qis the transition function,� F � Q is a set of accepting states.A run of � over an in�nite word � = �0�1 : : : 2 �! is an in�nite sequence of states r = q0q1 : : : suchthat qi+1 2 �(qi; �i) for i � 0. Given a run r let inf(r) be the set of states that appear in�nitelyoften in r. A accepts an in�nite word � if there exists a run, r, of � on the word � such thatinf(r)\ F 6= ;.It turns out that for any given PTL formula � it is possible to construct a B�uchi automaton A�such that A� accepts a word f(�) exactly when a computation � in some Markov chain M (underinterpretation function f) satis�es �3. [1, 19]3 Problems of interest and Summary of ResultsGiven a PLCS L we say that a state  2 �L is reachable with probability p provided the set ofcomputations containing  has the measure p, i.e.,�(f��j� 2 ��L; � 2 �!Lg) � pSimilarly, we will say that a PTL formula � holds of a PLCS system L with probability p,written L j=p �, provided the set of computations which satisfy � has the measure p, i.e.,�(f� j L; � j= �g) � pGiven these de�nitions we now summarize the results of this paper:Probabilistic Reachability Problem:Given: A PLCS L, a global state , a p 2 (0; 1] and a tolerance � > 0.Question: Is  reachable with probability at least p and tolerance �, in L (Is the measureof the set of computations that visit  at least p� �)?We give an algorithm to decide reachability for p 2 [0; 1].3Note that PTL formulae can only express \regular" properties.5



Algorithm Prob-ReachInput: A PLCS L, a global state f , p 2 (0; 1] and a tolerance �Output: Is f reachable from 0 with a probability greater than on equal to p and tolerance �.var fProb, QProbSum : realvar Q : queuebeginfProb := 0add h0; 1i to Q;while Q is not empty doremove h�; p�i from the head of Q;if lstate(�) = f thenfProb := fProb + p�;if fProb � p thenexit(true)elseforeach �0 such that (�; �0; p1) 2 ,! for some p1 2 (0; 1] andReach(lstate(�0); f) doadd h�0; p� p1i to Qend; (* for *)QProbSum := Ph�;p�i2Q p�if QProbSum+fProb < p thenexit(false);if QProbSum< � thenexit(true, but with tolerance �);end; (* while *)end. Figure 1: Algorithm for probabilistic reachabilityProbabilistic Model-checking:Given: A PLCS L, a labeling function f , a PTL formula �, a p 2 (0; 1) and a tolerance� > 0.Question: Does L satisfy � with probability at least p and tolerance � (Is the measure ofthe set of computations that satisfy � at least p� �)?We give an algorithm to show that probabilistic satisfaction is computable for p 2 (0; 1].4 Probabilistic ReachabilityWe have de�ned the probability of reaching a state  as the measure of the set of computationsthat visit . But, fortunately, it turns out that it is enough to consider �nite sequences in whichno state is repeated. Consider two �nite computation sequences �1 = 0� and �2 = 0��0,6



where  is visited more than once in �2. Since the basic cylindric set associated with �1 includesthe basic cylindric set associated with �2, the probability of reaching  in �2 (i.e., �(F(�2))) wouldhave been accounted for in the probability of reaching  in �1, (i.e., �(F(�2))). So, e�ectively,we can solve probabilistic reachability problem by computing the probabilities on �nite executionsequences that have no loops.4.1 Trace Automata and Probabilistic ReachabilityLet L = (S; s0; C;M;A;�; P; pl; f) be a PLCS. De�ne the set of non-loop executions (@(L)) of aPLCS L as@(L) = f�j� = 01 : : : n is an execution of L and 8 i; j ; 0 < i; j � n ^ i 6= j i 6= jgWe de�ne an in�nite state automaton, called the trace automaton, which reects the behaviorof the PLCS and has state space @(L). For an execution �, let lstate(�) and laction(�) denote thelast state and the action of the last transition of �.De�nition 4.1 For a PLCS L the trace automaton of L, denoted by T (L), is the tuple (@(L); �0; ,!) where� @(L) is the set of non-loop executions of L.� �0 = 0 is the start state, and� ,!: @ � @ ! (0; 1] is the probabilistic transition function such that ,! (�1; �2) = p provided�2 = �1, lstate(�1) �!p  and p > 0.We say that a state � of T (L) is reachable (from the start state) with a probability p if theproduct of the probabilities of the transitions (de�ned by ,!) in the (unique) path from the startstate �0 to � is p; in such a case de�ne �(�) = p.Given that the range of ,! is (0; 1] it should be clear that the trace automaton of L has a �nitebranching tree structure. Reachability of a state � in the trace automaton implies reachabilityof lstate(�) in L. This follows from the de�nition of the trace automaton. Di�erent states ofthe trace automaton with the same lstate correspond to the di�erent executions of L that end inlstate(�). Given the following lemma we can solve probabilistic reachability by constructing a traceautomaton.Lemma 4.2 The probability of reaching a state  is exactly the measure of the set of computationsthat have a pre�x � 2 @(L) such that lstate(�) = .The proof follows from our earlier discussion about basic cylindric sets.7



4.2 The AlgorithmThe algorithm, given in Figure 1, proceeds by performing a breadth-�rst search of the space ofnon-loop executions @(L) starting with the execution sequence �0 = 0. In each iteration of theloop a sequence �, not considered thus far, is examined. If it turns out that the last state of thesequence is the required state f then �(�) is added to a running total of the probability of reachingf . If the last state of � is not the required state f , its children (from @(L)) are generated. Asequence �0 generated is placed in the queue, to be considered later, provided it is possible tostart from lstate(�0) and reach the required state f , on a path with non-zero probability. Notethat this question is the same as checking whether f is reachable, from a speci�ed state, in thenon-probabilistic model; a problem that is known to be decidable by the following theorem:Theorem 4.3 (Non-probabilistic Reachability [2]) For a lossy channel system L and a �niterepresentation of a set of global states �0 � �, we can compute a �nite representation of the set f 0jthere is a path from  0 to  and  2 �0g.Let Reach(;  0) be the subroutine that decides whether  0 is non-probabilistically reachable from. Clearly, our algorithm constructs longer and longer states from @(L). Let Pk() denote theprobability of reaching a global state  of the PLCS L through non-looping paths consisting ofat most k transitions. Then Pk() = Plstate(�)=^j�j=k �(�). Also let Rk(f) denote the setf� 2 @(L) j j�j = k ^ Reach(lstate(�); f)g, the set of sequences which can be extended intoexecution sequences which reach f . The following lemma provides us the condition under whichwe can declare that f is not reachable with probability greater than a given p.Lemma 4.4 For a global state f of a PLCS and a p 2 (0; 1], f cannot be reached with a probabilitygreater than or equal p if and only if there is an integer k such thatkXi=0 Pi(f) + X�2Rk+1(f )�(�) < p.Proof: The �rst term of the sum is the probability of reaching f in i steps where i � k. Thesecond term is the sum of probabilities to depth k of those sequences that need more than k stepsto visit f . Clearly f can be reached with probability p i� for all k the sum is greater than orequal to p.If f and p, in the above lemma, are such that limk!1Pki=0 Pi(f) = p then the condition inLemma 4.4 will never be true. To stop the algorithm, in such cases, we use the speci�ed tolerance �and halt when the probability of reachability is within � of p, and the probability of the unexploredpaths is less than �. In this case we will report that the formula � holds of L with in the requiredtolerance �. As k increases the set of tuples h�; p�i in the queue will be such that the length of �increases and p� will decrease. Thus we are assured of termination. Formally, we haveTheorem 4.5 Prob-Reach always terminates and decides whether the probability of reaching fis greater than or equal to a given p, with tolerance �.8



5 Model-checking against PTL formulaeIn this section we will consider the model-checking problem: given a PLCS L and a PTL formula� we show that it is possible to compute the probability with which L satis�es �, with in a givenlimit of tolerance. Since the tolerance can be made as small as we want our algorithm can beused to compute the probability of satis�ability with arbitrary precision. Formally, we provide analgorithm which can answer the question: \Does L satisfy � with probability greater than or equalto p 2 (0; 1], with in a given tolerance �?". The technique consists of computing successive betterlower bounds to the probability of satisfaction of � by L; this e�ect is achieved by constructinglarger and larger portions of the state space of a lossy channel system and carrying out model-checking, at every step, on a small, and �nite, piece of the global Markov chain. There are twoquestions that need to addressed: (a) which portion of the (possibly in�nite) graph will be exploredin each step? and (b) how will model-checking be carried out, and the probabilities computed? Weaddress these two questions in the next two subsections.5.1 k-bounded graphsIn each iteration of the algorithm we propose to carry out model-checking on a portion of theMarkov chain where the states are restricted to have no more than k messages in each of thebu�ers. We will �rst show that by increasing k we will obtain better and better approximation tothe probability p with which property � holds of a system L. To that end, recall, from Section 2,that a PLCS L = (S; s0; C;M;A;�; P; p`; f) engenders a Markov chain M = (�;�!; 0; f) where� is the set of global states of the PLCS, 0 is the start state, �! is the transition probabilitymatrix and f : �! 2� is an interpretation function. Furthermore, the markov chain M allows usto de�ne a sequence space }(M) = (�!; F ; �).We will now de�ne a family of markov chains Mk; k � 0, where Mk captures the markov chainconstructed at the kth iteration of our algorithm. As explained earlier, the state space of Mkcontains only those global states whose bu�ers are all of size less than or equal to k.De�nition 5.1 Given a PLCS L = (S; s0; C;M;A;�; P; p`; f) de�ne a family Mk = (�k;�!k; 0; fk) and their corresponding sequence spaces }(Mk) = ((�k)!;Fk; �k) where� �k = (S�Wk(C;M))[fDg where Wk(C;M) denotes the set of all string vectors ofM whichhave at most k messages in each channel. The dead state, D, captures the rest of the states,and computation, in the global Markov chain M.� �!k : �k � �k ! [0; 1] is the transition probability matrix, de�ned as:{ if 1 �!p 2 and 1; 2 2 (S �Wk(C;M)) then 1 �!kp 2.{ if 1 2 (S�Wk(C;M)) and 2 = D then 1 �!kp 2 where p =P2 62(S�Wk(C;M))^1�!p02^p0>0 p0{ D �!k1 D.{ D �!k0 , for all  2 (S �Wk(C;M)).� fk : �k ! 2� is a restriction of f : �! 2� to the domain �k � fDg and fk(D) = ;.9



Given that for each computation (or execution) � of Mk there is a computation �0 of M suchthat all but the D states of � form a pre�x of �0, we have:Lemma 5.2 If M satis�es a PTL formula � with a probability p, and if Mk satis�es � withprobability pk then p � pk.By Lemma 5.2 the satisfaction probability of � by Mk for any integer k, is a lower bound forthe satisfaction probability of � by M. Next we show that the lower bounds form a monotonicsequence and converge to the probability of satisfaction of � by M1.Lemma 5.3 Let k1 < k2. Let Mki, i 2 f1; 2g, satisfy � with probability pi, i 2 f1; 2g, respectively.We then have p1 � p2.5.2 Satisfaction probability of an PTL formula by a �nite Markov chainThe probability with which an PTL formula holds of a Markov chain M = (�L;�!; 0; f) is themeasure of all computations of M that satisfy the formula.De�nition 5.4 A strongly connected component (SCC) of a Markov chain is closed provided everystate that is reachable from a state of the SCC is in the SCC.De�nition 5.5 [Product of Markov chain and B�uchi automaton] Let M = (�;�!; 0; f) be aMarkov chain and A� = (�; q0; F ) (where � = (�; Q; �) is a table and F is the set of acceptingstates) be a B�uchi automaton for a PTL formula �. We de�ne a product automaton AM;� =(�M;�; (0; q0); G) over a one letter alphabet as follows:� �M;� = (fag;��Q; �M;�)� �M;�((; q); a) = f 0; q0) :  �!p  0 ^ p > 0 ^ q0 2 �M;�(q; f())g, and� G = �� F is the set of accepting states.Theorem 5.6 The measure of the set of computations of a Markov chain M that satisfy a PTLformula � is equal to the measure of the projections onto M of computations of AM;� which loopin a closed SCC containing an accepting state.Proof: See [15].5.3 AlgorithmBy Theorem 5.6 to measure the probability of satisfaction of a PTL formula by a �nite stateMarkov chain, we only need to identify the accepting computations of AM;� that loop in a closedSCC and compute the measure of their projections ontoM. Figure 5.3 shows a scheme to do this.We replace the closed SCCs Ci of AM;� which have an accepting state, by single nodes mi, anduse a �nite pre�x that leads to an mi to represent the set of all computations that have that pre�xand loop in Ci. We then take the projections of these pre�xes onto M and compute the measureof their Borel �eld. 10



Algorithm PTL-satInput: A PLCS L, PTL formula �, p 2 (0; 1] and a tolerance �Output: 'true' if L satis�es � with probability p and tolerance � and 'false' otherwise.var: p-sat, p-dead : real;var: k : integer;var: statesk : set;beginp-sat:=0; p-dead:=0;k:=0;doif p-sat � p thenexit(true);statesk := f j  is a global state of Mkg;if statesk = statesk�1 then (* PLCS is �nite state *)exit(false);p-sat := Sat-Prob(�;Mk);p-dead := Dead-State-Prob(�;Mk);k := k + 1;while p-sat + p-dead � p and p-dead � �;if p-sat+p-dead � p thenexit(true with tolerance �);elseexit(false);end. Figure 2:
11



Subroutine Sat-ProbInput: A PTL formula � and a �nite state Markov chain Mk = (�k;�!k ; 0; fk).Output: Probability of satisfaction of � in Mk (measure of all computations of Mk that satisfy�).Step 1: For PTL formula � construct a B�uchi automaton A = (�; q0; F ) where � = (�; Q; �) is atable and F is the set of accepting states.Step 2: Construct product B�uchi automatonAMk ;� = (�Mk ; (0; q0); G) where�Mk ;� = (fag;�k � Q; �Mk),�Mk ;�((; q); a) = f( 0; q0) :  �!p 0 ^ p > 0 ^ q0 2 �Mk; �(q; fk())g, andG = �k � F .Step 3: Compute strongly connected components of AMk ;�.Step 4: Collect all strongly-connected-components C1; C2; : : : ; Cn of AMk;� such that1. each Ci passes contains at least one state of �k � F and2. the projection of Ci onto Mk is a closed SCC of Mk.Step 5: Replace each closed strongly connected component Ci from Step 4 by a new node mi toget a new graph A0Mk ;�. Mark each mi as \closed".Step 6:prob := 0;if 9i; 1 � i � n : (0; q0) 2 Ci thenprob := 1elseforeach i 2 f1 : : :ng dosatexecs := f�j� is the projection of � onto M, � is a non-loopexecution of AMk ;� ^ last(�) = mig;prob := prob + P�2satexecs �(�)end; (* foreach *)end; (* if *)return prob Figure 3:12



Subroutine Dead-State-ProbInput: A �nite PLCS Mk with channel lengths at most k and a PTL formula �.Output: Measure of computations that do not satisfy � and go to D.beginnosatexecs = f�j� 2 @(Mk); last(�) = D ^ �(D)! does not satisfy �g;return P�2nosatexecs �(�)end. Figure 4:To check the satisfaction of a PTL formula by a PLCS, the question to be answered is, for agiven PLCS L, a PTL formula �, p 2 [0; 1) and a tolerance (accuracy) � > 0, \Does L j=p �?".The algorithm (shown in Figure 2) inputs the representation of the PLCS and computes successiveapproximations by computing the satisfaction probability of � in Mk. It uses the variable p-sat torecord the measure of the computations that satisfy �, and it uses the variable p-dead to recordthe measure of computations that do not satisfy �, in each iteration of the loop. If for some k, theset of global states of Mk is the same as the set of global states of Mk�1 then the PLCS has noglobal states that have more than k messages in a channel.Computations of a markov chain Mk can be divided into the following four sets:1. Csat;6D: Computations that satisfy � and do not end in D (measure psat;6D)2. Csat;D: Computations that satisfy � and end in D (measure psat;D)3. Cnosat: Computations that do not satisfy � and do not end in D (measure pnosat)4. Cdead: Computations that do not satisfy � and end in D (measure p-dead)Clearly p-sat = psat;6D+psat;D. The invariant for the algorithm is p-sat + p-dead + pnosat = 1. Notethat by Lemma 5.2 p-sat is non-decreasing. We show below that p-dead is decreasing and thereforethe stopping condition for the algorithm p-sat + p-dead < p is reached, if � does not hold for L.When the loop index k is incremented to k + 1 p-sat increases when computations in Cdead moveto Csat;6D or Csat;D. When k is incremented p-dead necessarily decreases. This is because, at leastone of the following has to happen:1. Computations in Cdead move to Cnosat or Csat;6D. Here p-dead decreases.2. Computations in Cdead remain in Cdead. Assuming the number of global states increases fromk to k + 1 (otherwise the algorithm halts), there is at least one such computation of Lk+1 inwhich the state before D in Lk+1 is a state that is not in Lk. Let this state be � and thecomputation be �. � can have loss transitions and therefore, the probability on its transitionto D is less than 1. Since � is the computation in Cdead of Lk+1 that replaces a computationin Cdead of Lk, p-dead decreases.We formally have: 13



Lemma 5.7 p-dead necessarily decreases in each loop of the algorithm, and tends to zero as thenumber of iterations k tends to 1.This leads us to the correctness of stopping conditions:Lemma 5.8 For a given PLCS L, p 2 [0; 1], a tolerance � > 0 and a PTL formula �(a) if L j=p �, then there exists a k such that the value of p-sat in the k-th loop of the algorithm isgreater than or equal to p� �(b) if L 6j=p � then there exists a k such that the value of p-sat+p-dead in the k-th loop of thealgorithm is less than p.Proof: (a) follows from Lemma 5.3.(b) L 6j=p � implies p > pL, where pL is the measure of the computations of L that satisfy �. Ask �! 1, p-sat�! pL and p-dead�! 0 (p-sat approaches pL asymptotically and p-dead approaches0 asymptotically). If pL+� 0 = p then for some k p-dead< � 0 so that p-sat+p-dead< p (as p-sat� pL).We �nish up with a statement about the correctness of the algorithm.Theorem 5.9 PTL-sat terminates for all input, and checks whether � holds for a PLCS L withprobability greater than or equal to p with tolerance �.6 DiscussionWe have shown that probabilistic reachability and probabilistic model-checking problems are de-cidable for lossy channel systems, by providing algorithms for them. By modelling probability oferrors in the speci�cation, we believe, we have made protocol speci�cations more realistic. An openproblem is to come up with more e�cient algorithms/implementations (in the sense of algorithmsused in SPIN [14, 8]).The notion of probabilistic model-checking we use di�ers from that of [18]. Vardi, and all of therelevant papers on probabilistic model-checking, ask the question: \Does the set of computationsthat satisfy a formula � have a measure exactly equal to 1?" Furthermore, they typically usezero-one laws of probability to reduce the probabilistic model-checking problems to model-checkingproblems on the traditional non-probabilistic models. Given that the model-checking problemfor Lossy Channel Systems (without probabilities) is undecidable, it is highly unlikely that theprobabilistic model-checking, in the traditional sense, would be decidable for PLCS.References[1] A. Sistla, M. Vardi, and P. Wolper. The complementation problem for B�uchi automata withapplications to temporal logic. Theoretical Computer Science, 49:217{237, 1987.[2] P. Abdulla and B. Jonsson. Verifying programs with unreliable channels. In Proceedings ofthe IEEE Symposium on Logic in Computer Science, 1993.14
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